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Abstract⎯ The invention of new digital technology of 
images from video camera systems now can provide infor-
mation of the shoreward propagation of wave using pixel 
intensity time series that collected at cross-shore array. From 
this video image of intensity data, we can measure the wave 
speed (or, equivalent to wave number). Then the local water 
depth is inferred from linear wave theory dispersion relation 
equation. This paper describes the cross-spectral correlation 
approach scheme for investigating wave speed or equivalent 
wave number from video image data sets. The approach based 
on a pixel array analysis that utilizes a nonlinear inverse me-
thod. The solution is tolerant to noise and other forms of sam-
pling deficiency. The solution includes error predictions that 
can be used to evaluate sample designs (data gaps) and the 
signal coherence. The technique was tested using 30 days of 
hourly data collected at Egmond beach, Netherlands. The re-
sult showed that the method have capability to derive wave 
number prediction from pixel intensity time series to support 
bathymetry estimation in near shore area through inversion of 
an appropriate wave dispersion model. 

 
Keywords ⎯ Video imagery, Wavenumber, Nearshore ba-

thymetry. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
he nearshore is a region where several human activities 
take places, like recreation, fishing, navigation, etc. 

This area is known as the dynamic zone which characteri-
sed by a dynamic interaction between waves and under-
lying bathymetry. The breaking waves and current induce 
sediment transport updating the bed level condition. Then, 
the new update bathymetry provides feedback to the wave 
field and modifying the wave characteristic and induces 
more morphology change to the nearshore bathymetry. 
These bathymetry changes can occur on temporal time sca-
le (hours to decades) and spatial scales (meters to kilomet-
res) with different degree of complexity. Thus, it is impor-
tant to understanding the coastal process in the nearshore 
zone.  

Good quality bathymetry information is hence required 
in order to identify correctly the physical processes that are 
taking place. However, bathymetric data collection by in 
situ measurement is not easy task. Combination of traditio-
nal in situ survey method and advanced techniques such as 
global position systems and modern ship vehicles are ex-
pensive in labour, time and money. Added, in situ survey 
measurements have limitation on spatial and temporal reso-
lutions. 

Recently, the invention of new digital technology of ima-
ges form video camera systems now can provide and im-
prove the additional capability of automated data collecti-
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on. The automated data collections have much greater 
range of time and spatial scales than were previously 
possible before. This video camera program (Argus 
system) is first initiated by the Coastal Imaging Lab of 
Oregon State University, USA in 1980 [1]. Then, the 
Argus system have been improved and developed con-
tinuously for purposes to study of coastal processes in 
the nearshore environment area [2]. 

In these video imagery data it is possible to see the 
interaction of the incident wave field with the bathy-
metry (i.e. wave shoaling and refraction); hence this 
information can be used to obtain estimates of bathy-
metry [3], [4], [5]. The approach for estimating bathy-
metry is based on wave kinematics utilize the depth 
dependence of the wave speed (or, equivalently, the 
wavelength and frequency via c=f/k, where c is the 
wave phase speed, f is the wave frequency and k is the 
wavenumber = 1/L, and L is the wavelength). Overall, 
this approach requires image sequence (or time series 
of intensity at discretely sample locations). The under-
lying methodology to solve this problem has taken on 
number of different form. These include finding wave-
number estimate from time series of cross-shore array 
pixel intensities using cross-spectral scheme [6] and 
determining wave phase speed from coastal video ob-
servation system using cross-correlation analysis tech-
nique [7] as opposed to the cross-spectral technique 
developed by Stockdon and Holman [6].  

Both methodologies above are designed to extract 
estimate of wave speed (or, equivalent the wavenum-
ber) component at select frequency from video ima-
gery. Once the wavenumber have been estimated, the 
data are used to estimate depth via the wave dispersion 
relationship. However, the wave phase speed estimates 
at the offshore and onshore ends of the array and at the 
location of wave breaking are poorly estimated due to 
observation noise or sampling deficiency. This prob-
lem implies to the bathymetry estimation from a wave 
dispersion equation. Therefore, the objective of this 
paper is to provide a new method for estimating wave-
number problem based on an array analysis that utili-
zes a nonlinear inverse method and to solve the bathy-
metry estimate problem using an inverse model. 

II.  METHOD 

A.  Field Site   
This research study was investigated with coastal 

video-based observation from Egmond and Zee, Ne-
therlands. (see figure 1). The site is located at the 
approximately North-South oriented central Dutch co-
ast, facing the semi-enclosed North Sea. In general, 
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the coast consists of a closed coast with dunes, sandy beach 
and multi-barred beaches which can be characterized as a 
wave-dominated coast both the wind wave and the tides.  

From the wave measurement, the yearly average wave 
height (Hmo) is about 1.20 m with the average wave period 
(Tm) is 5 sec. During normal condition, waves approach the 
coast most often from the Southwest direction. However, 
the largest storm waves, with Hmo greater than 6 m, are in-
cident from Northwest direction. The range of the semi-di-
urnal tide is, on average, 1.65 m, varying from 1.4 m at 
neap tide to about 2.0 m at spring tide [7]. 

 

 
Figure 1 Location site and Argus co-ordinate system at Egmond, 

Netherlands    
[Source: adopted from Aarninkhof and Holman [2]] 

B.  Argus Video System  

The Argus monitoring station typically consists of 
five video camera, spanning a 180o view and full 
covering about 4 to 6 kilometres of beach area which 
depends on the elevation and the length of the camera 
lenses. Unmanned, automated video stations guarantee 
the collection of video data at sites of scientific 
interest. The cameras are mounted on a high location 
along the coast and connected with computer on site 
which has internet connection to communicate to the 
outside world. Data sampling is measured usually 
hourly during daylight and continues during rough 
weather conditions although any schedule can be 
specified.  

At every Argus site, the orientation of the x-axis is 
shore normal (cross-shore direction), with the positive 
x-axis pointing in seaward direction. The y-axis 
(alongshore) is directed perpendicular to the x-axis, 
such that the co-ordinate system thus obtained is 
positive in mathematical sense (Figure 1). The latter 
means that the rotation from the x-axis towards the y-
axis indicates the counter-clockwise or positive 
turning direction. The vertical reference level (z = 0) is 
generally set to match the mean tidal level (in the 
Netherlands known as NAP) and all Argus processing 
is performed in the GMT time frame.  

C.  Sampling Design Data  
In this research, data collected at Egmond station in 

Egmond aan Zee site is tested against non-linear 
inverse method to extract wave number estimate from 
time pixel intensities. The new hourly video datasets 
are collected using three (camera 1, 2 and 3) of five 
cameras mounted at Delft Hydraulics laboratory 
facility at Egmond tower station from 19 January until 
19 February 2008. The six cross shore arrays pixel 
sampling was designed to extend 500 m to offshore 
direction from the shoreline which contains 101 
pixels. In the alongshore direction, 10 lines array are 
spaced every 25 m which each line consist of 51 pixels 
as shown on Figure 2 and Figure 3  

 

 
Figure 2. Plan view of study area with pixel array design at Egmond station. 

The green dots represent bathy array design to create timestack data 
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camera 3 

 
camera 2 
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Figure 3.  Pixel arrays for the Egmond station experiment. The array pixel design covers the field of view from camera 3, 2 
and 1. The bottom figure is a map view of full extent of the array cover cross shore array and alongshore array. 

 

 
Figure 4. Intensity timestack on January 22, 2008 at 10.15 GMT along cross-shore array x = 250m. Bright regions generally indicate wave breaking 

over shallow regions which start at 150 m from shoreline.  The slope of the wave traces can be used to calculate the aproximate speed of the 
shoreward progression of waves. 
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Based on geometry of the image, the list of sampling lo-
cation (xi,yi,zi) was converted to a corresponding list of pi-
xel coordinates (Ui, Vi) [3]. Timestacks of pixel intensity 
were then collected hourly at each point in the array at rate 
of 2 Hz for 17 minute which can be expressed as I(xi,yi,t), 
where xi,yi is the spatial coordinate of the ith image pixel, 
and t are discrete sampling times. At frequencies of inte-
rests, we wish to characterize the spatial variation of the 
wave field, including change in wavelength and direction. 
This information can then be used to estimate water depth 
via a wave dispersion relationship. An example of time se-
ries of pixel intensities (timestacks) figure at y = -250m are 
presented on Figure 3.  

 
D.  Wave number Nonlinear Inverse Method 

In this research, the estimation of wave speed, c (or, 
equivalent to k) is determined by using nonlinear inversion 
method related to the cross-spectral correlation as proposed 
by Plant et al [8]. We assume that time delay information is 
available from the spatially separated pixels such that 
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In one spatial dimension, time delay equation can be 
expressed by equation [9] 
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where nα is the direction of the nth wave component and 
cnis the celerity of the wave component. This equation is 
the basis for any tomographic analysis applied to physical 
properties of the earth [9], including the speed of wave in 
the ocean [10]  

 The wave field can be described in discrete spatial do-
main, with spacing x∆ , and then the discrete time delay 
equation become: 
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where D is design matrix defined on both the sample 
domain (xi, xj), and xm is the estimation of domain and α  
(wave direction) and c (wave celerity) as unknown model 
parameters.  

To utilize the time delay equation with remotely sensed 
imagery, one must estimate time lag, t∆ , associated with 
the propagation of the visible wave signal. The time lag 
will differ for all sensor pairs. This requires some sort of a 
search for t∆ that corresponds to a maximum in the cross 
correlation function (rij) as described by: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ttxItxItWtr jiji ∆+∆=∆ ,,*,                     (4) 

where W is a band-passed filter that is convolved against 
the cross correlation and the angle bracket indicate an 
ensemble average over all observation times. 

Since it is natural to work with wave processes in the fre-
quency domain, an alternative approach is to apply a dis-
crete Fourier transform to the observation and the time de-

lay equation can be described as a phase delay by 
computing the cross-spectra correlation between two 
sensors pair: 
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where the tilde indicate the Fourier transform, the aste-
risk indicates complex conjugate, angle bracket indi-
cate ensemble or band averaging, γ  is the coherence, 
and Φ  is the phase shift between two sample locati-
ons xi and xj. Since the phase shift between two 
sensors is fjifji tf ,,,, .∆=Φ , replace t∆ with the right 

hand side of (2) and replace Φ  in (4) to get a the mo-
del for cross-spectral correlation equation: 
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While the time delay equation is linier in the cross-
shore wave number ( )cos( ,, fmfmk α ) , the cross-spec-

tral correlation equation is nonlinear function of wave 
number. Since the wave number is nonlinearly related 
to the cross-spectral correlation, a typical nonlinear 
inversion approach such as Levenberg-Marquardt 
(LM) [12] can used to minimize the weighted squared 
difference between successive estimated of the model 
and the observations: 
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where, at each iterationτ , the model-observation 
mismatch is weighted by the observed coherence, 

fji ,,γ . In two horizontal dimensions, linearized mo-

dels for wave numbers on the array domain are solved 
iteratively by equations: 
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where the model-observation mismatch is ordered as a 
column vector, with each element corresponding to a 
particular i-j pair of observation locations. The matrix 
R describes the sensitivity of the cross-spectral corre-
lation to variation in each wave number in the array 
(tomograpic) domain. Thus, each column of R corres-
ponds to the elements in the array domain, xm and each 
row corresponds to an xi-xj spatial separation pair. It is 
possible to efficiently compute R by evaluating C mo-
del (t) at the observation locations. In the case where 
the predicted wave number updates ( ,f mk∆ ) do not 

coverage, the LM method diagonalizes R such that the 
minimization method is equivalent to gradient descent 
search 
 
E.  Video Technique for Bathymetry Estimation 

From this video intensity data we can measure the 
wave number estimate (k). The local water depth is 
then inferred from linear wave theory dispersion rela-
tion equation:  
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)(tan2 khhgk=σ          (9) 
where g is the acceleration of gravity and h is the local 

water depth [13] and the radial frequencyσ  is defined as 
fπ2 . From (9) the local water depth at cross-shore position 

x can be found from 
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Given a value for f (sample frequencies) and h (a guess 
at the correct depth), this equation can be solved iteratively 
for wave number. Again, the LM method is used to solve 
for the value of h that minimize error between the wave 
number predicted and that estimated from imagery 

 
 

III.  RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
Using the pixel array data collected on January 22, 2008, 

the wave number estimate was computed at a series of fre-
quencies ranging from 0.14 Hz to 0.20 Hz. It is expected 
from those frequencies resolution the wave will give strong 
signal for the analysis of pixel intensity time series. The 
phase and coherence are obtained for all pairs of pixel for 
each frequency over entire array are shown in figure 4. 
From the figure 4 the highest coherence is indicated at 
frequency of 0.16 Hz. From this frequency (f = 0.16 Hz) is 
expected that the wave number prediction will resolve 
accurately and provide robust wave number estimates.  
Note that the peak wave energy does not necessarily 
correspond to the peak coherence. In this research, the peak 
wave period based on measurement was 5.5 sec; the wave 
direction was approach from 340 degree from North 
direction; and the significant wave height was 2.1 m.   

Using the measured bathymetry and the tide level at the 
time of the image collection, the true wave number was 
compute for each frequency using linear wave theory. The 
nonlinear inverse estimation method was applied to the 
sample cross-spectral correlation at each frequency over 
entire array. Figure 4 shows the wave number estimation 
results applied to the highest coherence (f=16 Hz). The 
estimated wave numbers were very accurate and estimated 
robustly at nearly all locations which indicated by small 
error prediction. The spatial distribution of the predicted 
errors reflected the locations having high quality data. 

The wave number estimation model based on the cross-
spectral correlation can be extended to a two dimensional 
domain. Using a cross-shore resolution of mx∆ =20 m and 

alongshore resolution of my∆ =10 m are chosen as input for 

domain area with smoothing scale of xL = 40 m and yL = 

150 m. Both wave number in cross shore and alongshore 
are estimated from 75 m to 500 m of offshore direction. 
Figure 6 shows the result of a 2-d domain from timestack 

on 22 January 2008.  It shows that the direction of wa-
ve approach was clearly uniform from 300 degree to 
the North. 

While the wave number estimates that the present 
approach provides are directly useful for characteri-
zing the wave directional distribution and for testing 
wave distribution relationships, a key motivation for 
this research is to facilitate robust, remote-sensing ba-
sed bathymetry estimation. Bathymetry estimation re-
quires solution of yet another inverse problem using a 
suitably accurate dispersion equation that related wave 
number to water depth (10).  

The result of water depth estimated is shown in 
figure 7. The bathymetry estimation by invert all fre-
quency shows a robust estimate in most domains. At 
wave breaking area (x = 175m–200m), the bathymetry 
estimate is less accurate with error predictions are lar-
ger. At offshore, the bathymetry predictions are too 
deep. This is likely due to neglecting the wave directi-
on or alongshore wave number component at seaward 
> 300 m (see figure 2). 
 

IV.  CONCLUSIONS 
The result indicated that the cross-spectral correlati-

on formulation (nonlinear inverse method) have capa-
bility to derive wavenumber estimate from the analysis 
array of time series of pixel intensities (timestack) 
from coastal motion imagery. The approach is tolerant 
to noise and other forms of sampling deficiency. Addi-
tionally, the method supports bathymetry estimation 
through inversion of an appropriate wave dispersion 
model. The technique shows good skill and robust to 
improve the accuracy of bathymetry prediction at 
nearshore area  

However, this result does not necessarily mean that 
the method is providing the correct answer for the wa-
venumber estimate from coastal motion imagery since 
we do not know the true answer expect through mo-
delling from the surveyed bathymetry at the time data 
being collected. But, if we compare to the conven-
tional survey technique the video monitoring system is 
feature simple logistics that are immune to damage 
from bad weather and frequency data sample can be 
extended for long period without additional cost.   
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f = 0.14 Hz 

 
f = 0.16 Hz 

 
f = 0.18 Hz 

 
f = 0.20 Hz 

 
Figure 5. Coherence (left column) and phase (right column) for different frequency from pixel array on January 22, 2008 

Figure 6. The estimated and the error prediction value of wavenumbers estimate using the nonlinear inverse method at Jan.22_10_15.GMT.2008 
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Figure 7.  The estimated and the error prediction value of wavenumbers estimate using the nonlinear inverse method at Jan.22_10_15.GMT.2008. 

 

 
Figure 8. a) Bathymetry estimation map using nonlinear inverse method on Jan.22_10_15_02.GMT.2008, b) Predicted map errors.  

 
Figure 9. Cross section profile between estimated profile (black dot) and in situ measurement profile (blue line) at alongshore distance, y = 0 m 

(Mean Tidal Level elevation, z = 0 m) 
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